Questions for Wednesday, 8th November 2017
Set by: Dave S

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer.
In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet.

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions)

Individual Round 1
1.

What type of articles would a necrographer write?

Obituaries

2.

Which football club are named after a nickname for the medieval English nobleman Sir Henry
Percy?

Tottenham Hotspur

3.

What is the first program that a personal computer runs when it is booted?

BIOS (Basic Input/Output System)

4.

During a 1963 speech in Yugoslavia, which city did Nikita Khrushchev describe as the testicle of Berlin
the West?

5.

Which children's literary character thought himself the bravest, most handsome pirate on the
seven seas?

Captain Pugwash

6.

American musician Tiny Tim was mostly associated with which instrument?

Ukulele

7.

Which siblings in a Brothers Grimm tale are kidnapped by a cannibalistic witch?

Hansel and Gretel

8.

Which dinosaur has a name which means “roofed lizard”?

Stegosaurus

9.

With which cartoon series would you associate “The Buzzwagon”, “The Crimson Haybaler” and Wacky Races
“The Army Surplus Special”?

10.

A green robot is the brand symbol of which mobile operating system?

Android

Team Round 2 – Only Connect. Question sets 1-4 are what connects? Sets 5-8 are what follows? Question reader
please allow the team answering first an extra 15 seconds on this round.
1.
What connects
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Alan Turing, Julian Assange and Sherlock Holmes?
b) Deep Throat, EXPLETIVE DELETED, CREEP?
c) an Argentinian dance, a sport, a month of the year and a Canadian province?
2.
What connects
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Constable, Salt, Bowyer, White, Martin and Flint?

Benedict Cumberbatch
Watergate Scandal (accept Richard
Nixon)
NATO / Phonetic Alphabet (Tango,
Golf, November, Quebec)
All Towers at the Tower of London

b) specifically: Valerie Tatlock, Janet Reid, Deidre Langton?

Ken Barlow (all married him)

c) The Machine, The Magic Roundabout, Michelangelo’s David?

Florence

3.
What connects
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Musically: London, Edinburgh, Brighton, Harrogate and Birmingham?
b) A priest, a collection of religious writings and a musical form?

UK Host Venues for the Eurovision
Song Contest
Canon

c) The fictional characters: Nick Fury, Elle Driver and Snake Plissken?

Eye Patches

4.
What connects
Click here to enter rubric.
a) From a religious standpoint: King John in 1208, Henry VIII in 1533 and Elizabeth I in 1570?

Excommunicated by the Pope

b) Delphi, Kaleidoscope, Ruby?

Computer Languages

c) The Pantiles, The First Men in the Moon and an American cargo express?

Wells (Tunbridge, H.G. and Wells
Fargo)

Team Round 2 (Continued)
5.
What follows
Click here to enter rubric.
a) 4th: South China, 3rd: Arabian, 2nd: Coral?

1st: Philippine (World's largest seas)

b) Richard, Des, Des, Jeff?

Nick (Countdown presenters)

c) 100 metres, long jump, shot put, high jump?

400 metres (order of events in a
men’s decathlon)

6.
What follows
a) Hydrogen, Helium, Lithium?

Click here to enter rubric.

b) Louis Smith, Abbey Clancy, Caroline Flack?
c) In a local sporting context: Steve, Paul, Nigel, Steve?
7.
What follows
Click here to enter rubric.
a) 4: irrigation, 3: the roads, 2: the sanitation?

Beryllium (first 4 elements in the
periodic table)
Jay McGuiness (Strictly Come
Dancing winners)
Gary (first names of successive
Derby County permanent managers)

b) Milli, micro, nano?

1: The Aqueduct (Monty Python's
.....Romans ever do for us sketch)
Pico (10 to the -3, -6, -9, -12)

c) Nail, shoe, horse, rider?

Battle (also accept “message”, in some
versions) (For want of a nail rhyme)

8.
What follows
a) Vine Street, Free Parking, Strand?

Click here to enter rubric.

b) 13, 6, 10, 15?
c) 4: Mixture of wild animals or flies, 3: Lice, 2: Frogs?

Chance (spaces clockwise on a
Monopoly board)
2 (Numbers clockwise on a
dartboard)
1: Water Into Blood (plagues of
Egypt)

Individual Round 3

Each answer contains a word pertaining to the weather. One answer contains a homonym

1.

Which Batman villain has the alter ego Victor Fries?

Mr. Freeze

2.

What type of computing relies on sharing computing resources rather than having local
servers or personal devices to handle applications?

Cloud Computing

3.

Which satirical BBC show that introduced John Cleese, Ronnie Barker and Ronnie Corbett to
television, ran for 28 episodes from March 1966 to December 1967?

The Frost Report

4.

Who, in November 2012, became the first cricketer to hit a six from the first ball of a test
match?

Chris Gayle

5.

What is the two-word alliterative name for a light building brick made from cinder aggregate
bonded together by cement?

Breeze Block

6.

Who had a number 2 UK hit single in 1977 with Boogie Nights?

Heatwave

7.

Chopin's opus 28, no. 15 is better known by what name?

Raindrop Prelude

8.

At the end of 2009, Heineken International discontinued its manufacture of which brand of
cheap, strong, white cider due to its negative brand image in the UK?

White Lightning

9.

The lyrics of which Scorpions song celebrate glasnost in the USSR?

Wind of Change

10.

Who starred as James Kavanagh in the TV series Kavanagh QC?

John Thaw

Team Round 4 – A round of blockbusters. From the initials and clues, give the answer.
1.
Weapons
Click here to enter rubric.
a) H. A short-range cannon for firing shells on high trajectories. Its name derives into English from Howitzer
a Czech word meaning “catapult”.
b) B W. To enable an infantry attack, what a Bangalore torpedo was primarily used to clear a path Barbed Wire
through during World War I.
Barbed
wire arts weapon which consists of 2 sticks connected by a short chain or rope.
c) N.
A martial
Nunchaku or Nunchucks
2.
Classical compositions
Click here to enter rubric.
a) T D O G. Edward Elgar's 1900 oratorio based on a poem by Cardinal Newman.

The Dream of Gerontius

b) P A A E. A Mussorgsky work inspired by an art show.

Pictures at an Exhibition

c) L O S. Where the Prince escorts Clara to in the second act of The Nutcracker Ballet.

Land of Sweets

3.
Psychology
Click here to enter rubric.
a) H T W F A I P. A 1936 book on business psychology by Dale Carnegie.
b) C D. The mental discomfort experienced by a person who simultaneously holds two or more
contradictory beliefs, ideas, or values.
c) P S. A Scottish rock band who took their name from a 1970 book by Arthur Janov in which he
describes a form of trauma-based psychotherapy for neurosis.
4.
Advertising slogans
Click here to enter rubric.
a) T U D M. A tag-line for BMW cars since the 1970s.
b) D F A P D D F T. How gin was advertised in the shops during the 18th century.
c) I G A T F L. What Mr Goodman says about the produce of Farmfoods.

How to Win Friends and Influence
People
Cognitive Dissonance
Primal Scream

The Ultimate Driving Machine
Drunk For a Penny, Dead Drunk
for Tuppence (accept twopence)
It Gets a 10 from Len

Team Round 4 (Continued)
5.
British sitcoms of the 1980s
Click here to enter rubric.
a) C S. A BBC sitcom, first broadcast in 1988, in which Mel Smith starred as a British Rail clerk.

Colin's Sandwich

b) T M E. The title of a Roy Clarke sitcom in which Ronnie Barker played a Welsh photographer.

The Magnificent Evans

c) A V P P. A BBC comedy-drama series featuring Peter Davison as an idealistic young doctor who
takes up a post as a member of a university medical centre.

A Very Peculiar Practice

6.
American literature
Click here to enter rubric.
a) D T. The Mississippi-born author of the novels The Secret History (1992), The Little Friend
(2002) and The Goldfinch (2013).
b) T N A T D. A 1948 novel by Norman Mailer, partly based on his experiences during the
Philippines Campaign in World War II.
c) B G. A literary movement popularized throughout the 1950s by authors such as Allen Ginsberg,
William S. Burroughs and Jack Kerouac who didn’t follow accepted principles and customs.
7.
Sporting mix
Click here to enter rubric.
a) R P. The name of the golf course that will host the 2019 Open Championship after a gap of 68
years.
b) R S. Pieces of sporting equipment that have types called Artistic, Jam, Rhythm and Derby.
c) R W. The name of Detroit's professional ice hockey team.
8.
Medical terms
Click here to enter rubric.
a) P. A medical term for heartburn, derived from the Greek for burning.

Donna Tartt
The Naked and the Dead
Beat Generation

Royal Portrush
Roller Skates
Red Wings

Pyrosis

b) G B. What cutis anserina or horripilation are medical terms for.

Goose Bumps

c) M S. A medical term for feigning or exaggerating symptoms purely to attain a patient's role.

Munchausen Syndrome

(Second Half) Individual Round 5

Click here to enter text.

1.

What type of dried fruit do nomadic tribes call 'bread of the desert'?

Dates (or Date Palm)

2.

Which synthetic material is an anagram of the word expands?

Spandex

3.

Which part of Madame Tussaud's waxworks was filled with instruments of torture and figures
of notorious murderers?

The Chamber of Horrors

4.

Which animal stands directly across from the lion on the UK 'Royal Coat of Arms'?

Unicorn

5.

The national anthem of which European country has the same tune as 'God Save The Queen'?

Liechtenstein

6.

In the world of literature how was Mrs McCorquodale better known?

Barbara Cartland

7.

The animated TV series Shaun the Sheep is a spin-off from which franchise?

Wallace and Gromit

8.

Which flowers name is derived from the Greek for crane?

Geranium

9.

Which former world darts champion has the nickname Darth Maple?

John Part

10.

In which film does James Bond get married?

On Her Majesty's Secret Service

Team Round 6 - A round of disambiguation. What can be both..........e.g. a northern Mexican state and a small
breed of dog? Ans Chihuahua
1.
Set 1
What can be both..........
a) the ship which was a great rival of the Cutty Sark and a battle between Greek and Persian forces Thermopylae
in 480 BC?
b) a colloquialism for a lumbar puncture and a parody heavy metal band?
Spinal Tap
c) the Roman Emperor from 14 AD to 37 AD and the middle name of Captain Kirk in Star Trek?
2.
Set 2
What can be both..........
a) a Japanese Winter Olympic venue and an American conductor with the first name Kent?

Tiberius

Nagano

b) a car hire company and the SI unit of frequency?

Hertz

c) a girl’s name and the name of the instrumental piece of music which is the theme to the BBC's
Top Gear?

Jessica

3.
Set 3
What can be both..........
a) a device used by traffic police and a cocktail of brandy and white creme de menthe?

Stinger

b) a common name for the desert plant Yucca brevifolia and a U2 album?

Joshua Tree

c) a fish belonging to the genus 'esox' and a medieval weapon?

Pike

4.
Set 4
What can be both..........
a) the sector regulator for health services in England and a large lizard of the genus Varanus?

Monitor

b) the primary inlet of the Bosphorus and the horse that won the 2015 Epsom Derby?

Golden Horn

c) a wooden roller coaster at Blackpool Pleasure Beach and the American English term for the
seven brightest stars of Ursa Major?

Big Dipper

Team Round 6 (Continued)
5.
Set 5
What can be both..........
a) a large species of spider, also called a giant crab spider and a type of cheese which comprises
alternating layers of Double Gloucester and Stilton?
b) an ancient network of trade routes and a darknet market best known for selling illicit drugs that
was shut down in 2013?
c) a sports firm and the 10th letter of the Greek alphabet?
6.
Set 6
What can be both..........
a) the county town of Buckinghamshire and a large duck with pure white plumage?
b) a natural brown sugar and a 215-mile-long river in Guyana flowing into the Atlantic Ocean at
Georgetown?
c) an angel of the Mormon religion and the capital of the Comoros?
7.
Set 7
What can be both..........
a) a town in Surrey and one of England's oldest breeds of chicken?
b) an American food processing company that merged with Kraft in 2015 and a singer who had a
1963 hit called "Just Like Eddie"?
c) an African country and a small piece of paper created by a hole punch?
8.
Set 8
What can be both..........
a) a nickname for the planet Venus and in 1960 the last steam locomotive built for British
Railways?
b) a brand of beer which advertises itself as "the real taste of India" and a British retail group
whose stores include B&Q and Screwfix?
c) an unimportant or insignificant thing and a game in which balls are struck into numbered holes
guarded by wooden pegs?

Huntsman
Silk Road
Kappa

Aylesbury
Demerara
Moroni

Dorking
Heinz
Chad

Evening Star
Kingfisher
Bagatelle

Individual Round 7

Click here to enter text.

1.

Abraham Maslow developed the hierarchy of what?

Needs

2.

Which two things did the poet Juvenal state were desired by the Roman populace?

Bread and Circuses

3.

Who wrote the theme music for the film The Exorcist?

Mike Oldfield

4.

What connects the Great Bitter Lake to the Small Bitter Lake?

Suez Canal

5.

What does the E in e-bay stand for?

Echo

6.

Besides leeks and breadcrumbs, what is the other main ingredient used in a Glamorgan
sausage?

Cheese

7.

In Ireland, they are known as TDs; What are they in Britain?

MPs

8.

Which US state has the motto 'North to the future'?

Alaska

9.

Which computer operating system has a penguin as its logo?

Linux

10.

Who played James Herriot in the film version of All Creatures Great and Small?

Simon Ward

Team Round 8

The Caribbean set

1.
Barbados
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Test cricket. Frank Worrell and Clyde Walcott are two of the three Barbadian middle-order
batsmen who were popularly known as the "Three Ws". Who is the other?
b) The head of what object features on the flag of Barbados?
c) What is the name of Barbados's international airport, named in honour of her first Prime
Minister?
2.
Cuba
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Which 1983 film tells the story of exiled Cuban criminal Tony Montana who rises to the top of
Florida's crime chain?
b) Developed from mambo, which dance was introduced by Cuban composer and violinist Enrique
Jorrin in the early 1950s?
c) Which spirits company, founded in 1862 in Cuba, left Cuba after the Castro regime confiscated
their Cuban assets on 15 October 1960?
3.
Dominican Republic
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In 1586, whose forces captured Santo Domingo and held it for ransom?

Everton Weekes
Trident
Grantley Adams

Scarface
Cha-cha-cha
Bacardi

Francis Drake

b) Which Dominican born fashion designer made his name in the early 1960s when Jackie Kennedy Oscar de la Renta
frequently wore his designs?
c) The flag of the Dominican Republic is the only country’s flag to feature a symbol of what
Bible
religious object?
4.
Guadeloupe and Martinique
Click here to enter rubric.
a) To whom do both Guadeloupe and Martinique owe their names?
b) Which slow dance originated from the islands of Guadeloupe and Martinique? Its name in the
local Creole is a term for a white female.
c) What is the currency of both Guadeloupe and Martinique?

Christopher Columbus
Beguine
Euro (both overseas departments
of France)

Team Round 8 (Continued)
5.
Haiti
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In 1885, what was deliberately wrecked off the coast of Haiti as part of an attempted insurance
fraud?
b) What was the name of the repressive militia created in 1959 by François "Papa Doc" Duvalier?
c) Who had a UK number 17 hit single in 1976 with Haitian Divorce?
6.
Jamaica
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Which range of Jamaican mountains share their name with a mountain range in New South
Wales, Australia?
Blue Mountains
b) What
is the name of the test cricket ground in Kingston?
c) What is the title of the 2015 Booker Prize winning novel by Jamaican born novelist Marlon
James?
7.
The Bahamas
Click here to enter rubric.
a) In August 1940 who was installed as Governor of the Bahamas? He resigned the post in March
1945.
b) Actually an archipelago but for political reasons considered a single island, which is the largest of
the 26 inhabited Bahamian Islands? It shares its name with the first name of a footballer who
plays as a winger for Crystal Palace.
c) To within 2 years either way in which year were the Bahamas declared a fully independent
nation?
8.
Trinidad and Tobago
Click here to enter rubric.
a) The capital of Tobago shares its name with which English resort town?
b) In 1875, production of which botanically infused alcoholic mixture, a key ingredient in many
cocktails, was moved from Ciudad Bolivar in Venezuela to Port of Spain where it remains today?
c) Which Trinidadian pianist topped the UK singles charts with the instrumentals "Let's Have
Another Party" in 1954 and 'The Poor People of Paris" in 1956?

Mary Celeste
Tonton Macoute
Steely Dan

Blue Mountains
Sabina Park
A Brief History of Seven Killings

Duke of Windsor / Edward VIII
Andros

1973 (accept 1971-1975)

Scarborough
Angostura Bitters
Winifred Atwell

Beer Round
Click here to enter rubric.
1.
Trinidad and Tobago
Click here to enter rubric.
a) Which Trinidadian -born Nobel Prize-winning writer wrote the novels "A House for Mr Biswas"
and "A Bend in the River"?
b) Football, the English Premier League’s Golden Boot. Which Tobagonian, in the 1998–99 season,
became the first non-English winner?
c) How is the singer born Leslie Sebastian Charles better known?
2.
Cuba
Click here to enter rubric.
a) What body of water separates Cuba from Mexico?
b) What was the name of the 2000 film, starring Kevin Costner, that dramatized the Cuban Missile
Crisis of 1962?
c) Javier Sotomayor is the current world record holder for which men's athletic event?

V. S. Naipaul
Dwight Yorke
Billy Ocean

Yucatan Channel
Thirteen Days
High Jump

Spare Questions
1.

What nationality was the mathematician David Hilbert who lived from 1862 to 1943?

German

2.

Which Swiss City is home to the International Olympic Committee?

Lausanne

3.

What do we call the study of the surface shape of the land?

Topography

